Announcements

• Read Chapter 5 (the whole chapter) for next Tuesday, Oct 8
• Reading quiz due Oct 8
  – (available now)
• We will checkoff Classwork 10 through October 8 (good idea to finish it before the test)
Exam Topics and Logistics

• HTML
  – Read and understand, modify

• Alice Chapters 1, 2, 4, 6 (through page 196)

• Tips and Techniques 6 not on exam

• Exam is closed book/closed notes/closed neighbor

• No electronic devices

• Alice snapshots of method/function names provided (see sample tests)
Best Way to Study for Exam

• Study Lecture notes

• Study Classwork
  – Can you write a method/function on paper?
  – Try to recreate a classwork or write on paper

• Old exams are available on course web page
  – See “Old Tests” link
  – Practice writing functions/methods on paper

• Old Reading Quizzes available (for no credit)
  – use them only as a small part of your studying.
    (they are mostly definitions and not the focus of the exam)